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ABSTRACT
Human beings have the impulse to translate meaning from visuals. Since most of us are more
likely to learn and draw in recognition through visuals, subliminal messages and its
sensitivity has the power to effect the subconscious threshold through delicately crafted
images and its placements. Campaigns depicting the importance of human commonality and
sense lack the use of impacting visuals. This study uses visuals infused with tested elements
arranged in such a way that the image is seen to have viewed as different meanings towards
the eyes of the consumer. The infusion or ‘embedment’ process creates a subliminal visual
over a collective number of images that gives meaning. The lack of images used in a ‘zina’
prevention campaigns can be used as a guide for possible future references. Teenagers within
the Selangor state (Malaysia) was selected to participate in this study using a quantitative
method. The findings show that only a selected number of subliminal visuals embedded using
specific combination of elements were chosen by the respondents. These elements are then
applied and tested for the idyllic amalgamation which leads to the use of visuals with the
embedded elements of overtly sexualized shocking images preferred.

Keywords: hidden message, subliminal visual, visual imagery, advertising, zina
campaign

Introduction
In 2019, it is reported that 16 million girls aged 15 to 19 give birth every year and most

are out of wedlock. Adolescent mothers are significantly more likely to suffer complications
such as severe infections and foetal problems putting their health at risk (Teo, 2019). These
increasing numbers are worrying as it can develop to other major problems such as abortions
to unready mothers, baby dumping and increase of STDs. To help prevent such cases,
attempts to create awareness on this issue can be through the use of a public service
announcement (PSA). Such issues were dealt with implementing campaigns to educate on
health and contraception as well as sex education. PSAs including an Anti Zina campaign
which aimed at young Muslim teenagers, however these campaigns lack the impact to create
awareness and interest. The existing campaign is seen to use a limited number of visuals or
any imagery to its advantage and in turn fails to create conversation of these issues.
According to Tan Sri Khalid Ibrahim, Selangor’s governor said on his thoughts of the
campaign, one of the reasons the anti zina campaign should be implemented with greater
impact is to help abolish increasing cases of baby dumping (Sani, 2010). This research will
be using the anti zina campaign as a case study.
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Zina
Zinā or zināʾ (Arabic: (اانزل usually is defined by law as lawless sexual intercourse, this

means that intercourse between a man and a woman who are not married to each other. This
context extramarital sex and premarital sex, zina falls sexually eloquence" of Islamic fiqh
under, which is an expansion of the Sharia Code of Conduct given in the Quran (Johnson,
2011). Islamic law prescribes penalties for Muslims or Christians or Jews who are not
Muslim men and women for the act of zina as incorrectly interpreted from the Quran hadith.
This principle very difficult offense to prove, that require four persons witnessed the actual
act of penetration. It is not permissible for the Muslim to long for the things that lead to zina,
such as kissing, being alone, touching and looking, for all these things are haraam and lead to
the greater evil which is zina. AllahSWT says (interpretation of the meaning):

“And come not near to unlawful sex. Verily, it is a Faahishah (i.e. anything that
transgresses its limits: a great sin, and an evil way that leads one to hell unless Allaah
Forgives him)”
Surah al-Isra’( 17): Verse 32

The existence of sexual connotations may easily be banned and therefore pushed aside,
but subliminally embedded images are not noticed on sight. Referring to verse 17 in the
Koran, Zina in its broadest meaning indicates any ‘haram’ (prohibited) act, whether the act
was sexual intercourse, a look, touch or any desire that is related or may lead to illicit sexual
relations. At the very core, zina needs to be re-educated to the majority if according to the
statistics given. Therefore, a way to do this is by studying what can make an impact towards
the audience using visuals (E.Clow, 2006). One way of applying this visual impact factor is
by including subliminal images.

Subliminal
Subliminal translates as receiving messages below the threshold of the subconscious

(Garrett, 2004). Scholars in the study on subliminal message proved that this type of message
may change a person’s emotion (Monahan, Murphy, Zajonc, 2000), change our attitude
towards political and voting decisions (Hassin, Ferguson, Shidlovski, 2007; Weinberger and
Westen, 2008), to increase one’s motivation and also helps the stimuli process of information
(Van den Bussche, Van den Noortgate, Reynvoet, 2009). Subliminal messaging can be
categorised into visual and auditory. In addition, subliminal can also be defined as situation
or receiving messages whether text, audio or visual without conscious awareness (Smith and
Rogers, 1994; Merikle, 2000, Garret, 2004) and it’s been used worldwide to embed subtle
messages through the mind unconsciously.

For the purpose of this study, only the visual stimuli of subliminal messaging and its
elements for creating an impact will be researched on. Subliminal images are embedded in
many ways, but there are two dominant methods that are commonly used. One is through the
suggestive arrangement of the visual, while the other is embedding or stressing an object into
another image or hidden image. This kind of embedding often uses sexual connotations since
it is proven that one of the three things that are sensitive to the human brain are things
associated with beginning of life, reproduction (or sex), and death (Key, 2009). That is,
advertisers select pictorial elements from a palette; that specific elements can be linked to
particular responses (Philips, 2004). With the visual imagery comes the visual element to be
arranged within the preferred subliminal messaging. Since pictures in an advertisement
enhance recall and attitude towards the ad, the visual element is an important component of
advertisement (Mukherjee, 2002; Leong et al., 1996; Babin and Burns, 1997).
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A number of marketers believe that a person’s subconscious mind is very powerful
and therefore, these ‘hidden’ messages in advertisements are addressed to that part of the
brain in order to trigger it. Such messages are used to affect and direct the buying decisions of
various consumers (Singh & Nayyar, 2017). According to Tanski, a conscious association
can cause a subliminal perception buried deeply in the unconscious for weeks, months or
maybe years after perception taking place. It is necessary to keep in mind the promise that
makes this demonstrable theory, for all those that are in the business of controlling and
influencing human behaviour (Tanski, 2004). This goes to show the unconscious can also be
governed by what the conscious sees and feel. The public media has concentrated on the
development of the subliminal technique directed to the sensorial forces during these last few
years. The conscious perception operates within specific frequencies be it of light or sound.
However, outside the reach of what is consciously perceived by sight and hearing, there are
subliminal frequencies capable of being communicated. The information transmitted on these
invisible frequencies is only perceived by the unconscious part of the human brain. There is
information which is discarded, another which cannot be perceive (sensorial limit) and finally
the incoming one that enters the mental processor which it leaves reinterpreted according to
an own code (Rodriguez, 1992). Reality is perceived in this way the, according to the
information which arrives, on which the non-conscious mind has made its decision of what
and how to interpret it. Therefore, this study attempts to identify the most effective
combination of element in subliminal visual message to be implemented and emphasized into
anti zina campaign messages.

Visual Stimuli
Experts believe that there are three channels for placing subliminal stimuli through

which they may affect behaviour. These are visual stimuli, sub-audible stimuli and sexual
embeds (Moore, 1982). Visual stimuli is perceived through the sense of sight by the
individual’s unconscious mind. Stimuli are usually flashed on a screen very quickly, which
makes it impossible for the person to be aware of them. Or they come in embedding of the
hidden visual placement or suggestive layouts. These stimuli may be used in films screen ads
or visual advertising with the aim to influence people’s behaviour and choices (Canals &
Herrerias, 2014). The use of sex in advertising can be highly overt and can be recognized by
the person or extremely subtle wherein it is said to work on the subconscious (Raghuram,
Mahajan & Poddar, 2015). Whilst elements of controversial/ overtly sexual images have been
in the media since the start of times. It is highly susceptible towards viewers’ attention due to
an unconscious wish for sexual intimacy. The practice of including sexual subliminal
messages in advertisements, thanks to human’s high response to sexual connotations and
stimuli is seen as a way of appealing consumers and hence being able to sell more (Key,
2000).

Some say marketers may be interested in the practice since sexual stimuli are thought
to increase the memorability of the advertisement. However, the power of sexual stimuli
should not be generalized easily as it differs in attention grabbing. While it may be effective
in some case, it may not in other (O'Barr, 2011). Lanis & Covell (1995) in their research
found that illustrations of sexuality were more overt than earlier advertisements, and that the
absolute number of advertisements containing sexual elements had increased with female
models being disproportionately more likely to be portrayed as sexually clad, partially clad,
or nude. Not only that, Poon (2016) found that sex element has been widely used especially
in advertisement for the teenagers due to the teenagers are likelihood to engage in sexual
behaviour provides advertisers impetus to use sex as a mainstream marketing tool. Poon
(2016) explain that in the 20th-century era, creative advertisers started to ingrain
psychological insecurities into food advertising, with intention to enhance the associative
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appeals between women as sex objects and food and this practice continues into the present
era, notwithstanding the evolutionary distancing of career women from their families and
hearths. Because the subject makes a direct correlation between sexual imagery and increased
commercial appeal. In the contrary, Bongiorno et al., (2013) argued that sexualized
advertisements for an ethical cause would actually decrease intentions and behaviors helpful
to the cause by encouraging the dehumanization depicted. This shows that even in the
absence of mean differences in objectification, the dehumanizing effect of sexualized images
of women can have a negative impact. However in the advertising industry, sex has proven
its appeal as a mainstream gender discourse with staying power and there is always going to
be sex in advertising for the simple reason that it’s just one of our basic strong emotions
(Poon, 2016).

Symbolism and metaphors borderlines on the thresholds of the conscious. Everything
perceived by human beings can be considered as symbolic, or functional or as both things.
The symbolic meaning, works within the unconscious, be it visually or not. The symbols
imply rather what an object or situation means for each one. The symbolic meanings seem to
constitute the base on which perception becomes something deeply significant.

In this way the information to which a consumer or viewer which may have access, on
one hand is "decoded", i.e., interpreted according to one's own code. It is also incomplete,
since you cannot accede to all the existent information in a given reality moment (Tanski,
2004). This works the similarly in some ways as most elements within the subliminal visual
message. With the addition of Oliviero Toscani working his way into a new trend of
advertisement, his experiments with shock advertising took a huge backlash when he
presented the latest campaign for United Colors of Benetton using taboo images of religion,
sex and political ideas. Shock advertising creates huge impact on consumer purchases and
brand image but this impact may be positive or negative (Halyadia, Patel & Patel, 2011).

Hagenbuch (2015) defined shock as deliberate and unsettling surprise that violates a
significant social norm through words and/or images that appear real. Shock tactics in the
advertisement can be effective at breaking through the clutter and motivating target market
members to take action that they otherwise might not consider. Shock can be delivered
through provocative images of human suffering and misery as well as through images that are
erotic or pornographic, disgusting, vulgar, and morally insulting or mocking. A closer
examination indicates that shock advertisements defy the established norms and principles of
advertising through three sets of paradoxes: representational, ideological, and interpretive.
These element is far more effective amongst younger audiences than older audiences since it
can create curiosity in youth and become useful in raising awareness. Hagenbuch (2015)
explain that results of using shock element have been particularly mixed in which it appears
to be most reliable is in breaking through the commercial clutter and grabbing attention and
also has been effective at changing behavior too. This also agree by Halyadia, Patel & Patel
(2011) that this element in advertisement evokes stronger feelings among the consumers and
shocking content in an advertisement significantly increases attention, benefits memory and
positively influences behavior. Hence, it becomes more acceptable by youth to which shock
is a growing phenomenon in the sense of what shocks today may be common place
tomorrow.
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Method
The purpose of this research is to identify the most effective combination of subliminal

visual elements preferred by the teenagers to be implemented in any anti-zina campaign. This
research adapted the pictorial elements of visual messages from the research done by
Mohammad et al., (2017) that include (1) human interest, (2) body and facial gesture
(emotion), (3) controversial/overtly sexual images, (4) direct/straight-forward, (5)
metaphorical/symbolism, (6) shock images and (7) text only.

According to them when these elements have been tested individually, the human
elements seemed to be more effective in the preferences of the respondents. In the contrary,
they found that a combination of controversial / overtly sexual elements and
metaphorical/symbolism elements only are the highest when combined. Hence, we can
conclude that there is minor disfiguration of assessments as the individual and combined
elements shows lack of connection to each other. Thus, further research on this is vital to be
investigated in order to identify the worth of the human elements within the combination of
other subliminal elements into visuals.

Therefore, in this research, the answers to the following questions are being asked:
1) What is respondent’s comprehension towards the visuals with combined elements?
2) Does combination of human elements with controversial / overtly sexual elements and

metaphorical/symbolism are preferred to be used in the combination of subliminal
visual to deliver anti-zina messages?

Research Design and Sampling
Image Design The instrument used within this research are six manipulated visual

images followed by the survey questionnaires. Following the study done by Mohammad et
al., (2017), in which seven elements of subliminal visual were tested as an individual and as a
combination within subliminal visuals separately. Extended from said study, this research
designed an instrument from both results combining the three elements that were dissociated
with each other for further investigation. The use of (1) human elements as it stands to be the
most preferred element on its own and a combination of (2) controversial/overtly sexual
images with (3) shock images in visuals.

The instrument – a total of six edited images was then tested for validity and
reliability. Thus, the total number of six visual images have been created for this research.
They were manipulated from several individual image into a combination of the visuals
providing all the elements to be tested. All six visuals used in the study are shown as below.

Figure 1: Subliminal image with 2-combination elements of controversial/overtly sexual and shock.
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Figure 2: Subliminal image with 2-combination elements of controversial/overtly sexual and shock

Figure 3: Subliminal image with 3-combination elements of controversial/ overtly sexual, shock and
human interest.

Figure 4: Subliminal image with 3-combination elements of controversial/ overtly sexual,
shock and human interest.

Figure 5: Subliminal image with 3 combination elements of controversial/overtly sexual, shock
and human interest.
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Figure 6: Subliminal image with 3 combination elements of controversial/overtly sexual, shock
and human interest

Analysis of the Data
The survey questionnaires with the visual images were distributed to 110 secondary

school students’ age 13-17 years old within the state of Selangor, and focus on two major
cities, Shah Alam and the Klang Valley. With reference to respondents demographic,
majority of the respondents were aged 16-17 years old (76%) including mainly teenagers. In
understanding the awareness of the anti-zina campaign, 60% of the respondents were aware
about that, and 40% were not aware about the issue of zina at all. A descriptive analysis was
run to get the percentage and frequency of the subliminal messages elements of subliminal
visual in order to determine their preferences to be implemented in anti-zina campaign
messages. For the first part of the survey questionnaire indicated the comprehension of the
respondents in understanding the message of the visuals presented.

Picture Yes (%) No (%)

1 9 91

2 23 77

3 54 46

4 81 19

5 85 15

6 83 17

Table 1. Shows the result of comprehension for the six visuals.

Through this table, respondents mostly understood Picture 5 with 85% of respondents
comprehending the message whilst the least understood visual is Picture 1 with 91% of
respondents not comprehending what the visual message is displaying. For the next part of
the survey indicated the effectiveness and preference of the visuals with the combination of
subliminal elements. The table 2 below shows the result of respondents indicating the
preferred visuals according to their effectiveness

Picture Very Effective Effective Average Not Effective

1 2 1 37 60

2 7 11 46 36

3 5 17 26 52
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Picture Very Effective Effective Average Not Effective

4 27 36 22 15

5 36 40 18 6

6 32 25 27 16

Table 2. Shows the result of effectiveness for the six visuals.

Picture 5 portrays subliminal image with 3-combination elements of controversial/
overtly sexual, shock and human interest has the highest preferred visual with 36% of the
respondents assessing it ‘very effective’. Whilst Picture 6 that portray subliminal image with
3-combination elements of controversial/ overtly sexual, shock and human interest second
highest with 32%. Picture 1 that portrays subliminal image with 2-combination elements of
controversial/overtly sexual and shock had the lowest preference from the respondents with
60% rating it as ‘not effective’. The results show a significant difference in the preferences
of the respondents towards visuals with the three combination elements in comparison with
the visuals that contains only two embedment of the subliminal visual combination.

Discussion
For the primary objectives of this research, the targets were to identify the

comprehension of manipulated subliminal visuals with embedded a combination of
subliminal elements and its preference. This study also suggests that combining the two most
preferred elements of subliminal visual which are controversial/ overtly sexual element and
shock elements (preferred most when combined) with human elements (preferred most when
in an individual state) as well as examine these combinations to be used within anti zina
campaigns.

Analysis showed that the combination of all three elements which are controversial/
overtly sexual, shock and human interest had the highest impact rate of effectiveness in
comparison with visuals that had only two combination which are controversial/overtly
sexual and shock .Through the six visuals presented - two of the visuals without human
element and four visuals with the human element. Both of the visuals without human
elements embedded within, were less likely to be chosen as being an effective image. Whilst
three of the visuals with all three elements embedded within had the highest preference for an
effective visual message. A combination of both human element and shock and controversy
have a greater influence on the respondents subjected to study

This is contrary to the research done by Mohamad et al., (2017) which found visuals that
were favoured included a combination of controversial/ overtly sexual element with shock
elements only and human element in the other hand only took the highest rank when been
analysed individually without embedded with other element. It is worth mentioning that in
the past, most advertisers tend to use human elements in the visuals with reference to a
content analysis study. Research done by Cutler and Javalgi (1993) found that ads for
services tend to use more people in their ads than ads for goods.

However, this research emphasize that human interest can be favoured when combined
with gesture and metaphorical elements. This again can be concluded that certain placements
of the elements may play a role in suggesting the subliminal embedment, because when
elements are combined, the hidden placement of subliminal method is preferred.
Additionally, for the shock element, it has been implemented since the early 1980s with the
Benetton campaigns (Hubbard, 1993), but with its gruesome images, most tend to not
associate with such tactics. Most rules and regulations of advertising tend to disavow it too.
On its own, elements of controversial and (or) overtly sexual images were the least accepted
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to be used in the visuals of the campaign as an individual element (Mohamad et al., 2017).
This can be referred to the fact that most of the respondents were from a Muslim background
with a specific set of cultural beliefs and values. However when combined with another
element such as human element or controversial/ overtly sexual elements as seen within this
study, it is accepted and preferred in the context of subliminal visuals.

The extent to which culture and background was not indicated or studied in this
research, however biases did show up during the data collection phase due to leniency
towards religious background of the respondents. In both cases, it is clear that the
comprehension of visuals with a combination of three elements of subliminal visuals is
accepted and understood and these elements to be implemented within the campaign of
human interest and shock images are recommended.

Not only that, result of this research also shows that greater comprehension was also
established with visuals that had all three elements which are controversial/ overtly sexual,
shock and human interest. According to Djiksterhuis et al, any good visual needs to be
understood (Dĳksterhuis et al., 2011). Comprehension of the images were likely go both
ways as the visuals were heavily manipulated for the purpose of embedding subliminal
elements.

However, it is clear to which is mostly understood and which of visuals aren’t. In all six
images, visuals with all three combinations are easily understood when compared amongst
them. This can be effected due to the placement of the visual layout or any biases the
respondents might have towards colours or pictorial elements of design. There may be a
thousand different ways to visualize the combinations of elements, nevertheless these six
visuals are an adaption of the three elements combined.

In creating a more impactful an anti-zina campaign, this research suggest the use of
subliminal visuals with a combination of three subliminal visual elements including (1)
controversial/ overtly sexual element, (2) shock element and (3) human interest element to
infused within its advertising or any public service announcement made visually. Because of
certain limitations within the boundaries of such campaigns, a subconscious approach can be
taken to capture attention and impact from the viewers. In implementing these elements into
the campaign, the visuals need not be too direct and consciously rejected by the targeted
audience but unconsciously accepted and recalled when needed.
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